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Homemade Lemonade! 

Introduction 

“When VE Day dawns on 8th May 2020 it will be 75 years since the guns 

fell silent at the end of the war in Europe. Years of carnage and 

destruction had come to an end and millions of people took to the streets 

and pubs to celebrate peace, mourn their loved – ones and to hope for the 

future, but not forgetting those still in conflict until 15th August when it 

was announced that Japan had surrendered unconditionally to the Allies, 

effectively ending World War II. 

The 75th anniversary will provide our nation, and our friends around the world, with an opportunity to reflect 

on the enormous sacrifice, courage and determination of people from all walks of life who saw us through this 

dark and terrifying period. To commemorate this important time we are organising VE Day 75, a three-day 

international celebration that will take place from 8th May to 10th May 2020.” SSAFA, the Armed Forces 

Charity. 

There are plenty of ways you can still get involved in the big day, and while the weather is warming up, what 

better time join The Nation’s Toast– so why not raise a glass of homemade lemonade at 3pm VE day? A 

refreshing lemonade drink made with real unwaxed lemons. Sparkling water is used for added zing and there 

is no cooking involved – so easy and cheap to make 

Instructions 

You will need  

- 3 unwaxed lemons, ends trimmed 

- 125g (4oz) granulated or caster sugar 

- Sparkling or still water 

- Ice cubes, lemon slices and sprigs of mint, optional 

 

1. Cut the lemons into chunks, put them into a food processor with a 

third of the sugar and about 150ml (¼ pint) tap water to almost 

cover them. Process to a mush, then strain this, through a nylon 

sieve, into a jug. 

2. Put chopped lemon left in the sieve back into the processor, add 

another third of the sugar and the same amount of water. Repeat the process and combine with the first 

pressing. Taste, and add more sugar, if you need to. 
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3. Decant into a bottle to take on a picnic, with a bottle of sparkling or still water, or pour into a jug, add 

ice cubes and mint leaves and lemon slices and top 


